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this i explore how the idea of language-games can shed light on human- animal ethics and the political eprints.whiterose - unifying, and is barely discussed in key recent political texts, such as zoopolis (2011).
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and intellectual impasse, sue donaldson and will kymlicka argue in the introduction of zoopolis. a political
theory of animal rights. with their political theory of animal rights they aim to contribute to overcoming both.
they propose to do an interview with sue donaldson and will kymlicka - cal poly - an interview with sue
donaldson and will kymlicka sue donaldson and will kymlicka are authors of zoopolis: a politi-cal theory of
animal rights (oxford university press, 2011). this interview was conducted by angus taylor. angus taylor
university of victoria amt@uvic citizen canine: agency for domesticated animals donaldson ... - citizen
canine: agency for domesticated animals sue donaldson & will kymlicka freedom my two dogs tied to a tree by
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approach to animal rights, which takes the various types of human-animal relationships that have developed
historically as the basis of current human obligations to members of other species. politics and animals
volume one i issue one i fall i 2015 ... - taken zoopolis to be one of the standing exemplars of a political
turn text, albeit one that may strike us as signifi-cantly different from the other exemplary texts. there-fore, we
might be inclined to secure a clearer exclusion of abolitionism by insisting that pragmatism is a non-negotiable
political-turn feature. other matters might be the taliban reader war islam and politics - akokomusic deobandi the deobandi movement sees itself as a scholastic tradition, situated within sunni islam. it grew out
of the islamic scholastic tradition of medieval transoxania and mughal india, and it considers the taking of
territory and the wrongs of colonialism - over a group without any settlement, and settlement without
political rule. historically, some forms of colonialism involved political rule without much settlement (though
usually some presence was necessary to effect control), as in the case of british rule over india. in other cases,
such as the settler colonialisms of the
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